
PROBABILISTIC REASONING IN
MULTIAGENT SYSTEMS

This book investigates the opportunities in building intelligent decision support
systems offered by multiagent distributed probabilistic reasoning.

Probabilistic reasoning with graphical models, also known as Bayesian networks
or belief networks, has become an active field of research and practice in artificial
intelligence, operations research, and statistics in the past two decades. The suc-
cess of this technique in modeling intelligent decision support systems under the
centralized and single-agent paradigm has been striking. In this book, the author ex-
tends graphical dependence models to the distributed and multiagent paradigm. He
identifies the major technical challenges involved in such an endeavor and presents
the results from a decade’s research.

The framework developed in the book allows distributed representation of un-
certain knowledge on a large and complex environment embedded in multiple
cooperative agents and effective, exact, and distributed probabilistic inference.

Yang Xiang is Associate Professor of Computing and Information Science at the
University of Guelph, Canada, where he directs the Intelligent Decision Support
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Preface

This book investigates opportunities for building intelligent decision support sys-
tems offered by multiagent, distributed probabilistic reasoning. Probabilistic rea-
soning with graphical models, known as Bayesian networks or belief networks, has
become an active field of research and practice in artificial intelligence, operations
research, and statistics in the last two decades. Inspired by the success of Bayesian
networks and other graphical dependence models under the centralized and single-
agent paradigm, this book extends them to representation formalisms under the
distributed and multiagent paradigm. The major technical challenges to such an
endeavor are identified and the results from a decade’s research are presented. The
framework developed allows distributed representation of uncertain knowledge on
a large and complex environment embedded in multiple cooperative agents and
effective, exact, and distributed probabilistic inference.

Under the single-agent paradigm, many exact or approximate methods have been
proposed for probabilistic reasoning using graphical models. Not all of them ad-
mit effective extension into the multiagent paradigm. Concise message passing
in a compiled, treelike graphical structure has emerged from a decade’s research
as one class of methods that extends well into the multiagent paradigm. How to
structure multiple agents’ diverse knowledge on a complex environment as a set of
coherent probabilistic graphical models, how to compile these models into graph-
ical structures that support concise message passing, and how to perform concise
message passing to accomplish tasks in model verification, model compilation, and
distributed inference are the foci of the book. The advantages of concise message
passing over alternative methods are also analyzed.

It would be impossible to present multiagent probabilistic reasoning without
an exposition of its single-agent counterpart. The results from single-agent in-
ference have been the subject of several books (Pearl [52]; Neapolitan [43];
Lauritzen [36]; Jensen [29]; Shafer [62]; Castillo, Gutierrez, and Hadi [6]; and
Cowell et al. [9]). Only a small subset of these results, which were most influential

ix
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x Preface

to the work presented on multiagent probabilistic reasoning, is included in this
book. In particular, only the theory and algorithms central to concise message-
passing methods are covered in detail. These results are attributed mainly to the
work of J. Pearl and his disciples as well as the Hugin researchers in Denmark.
In presenting these results, instead of describing them as given solutions, the book
is structured to emphasize why essential aspects of these solutions are necessary.
Results from the author’s own research in this regard are presented.

The book is organized into two parts. The first part includes Chapters 1 through
5 and covers probabilistic inference by concise message passing under the single-
agent paradigm. Readers are prepared for comprehension of the second half of the
book on multiagent probabilistic inference. The second part comprises Chapters 6
through 10 in which a formal framework is elaborated for distributed representation
of probabilistic knowledge in a cooperative multiagent system and for effective,
exact, and distributed inference by the agents.

Chapter 1 outlines the roles of intelligent agents and multiagent systems in deci-
sion support systems and substantiates the need for uncertain reasoning. Chapter 2
introduces Bayesian networks as a concise representation of probabilistic knowl-
edge and demonstrates the idea of belief updating by concise message passing.
Chapter 3 introduces cluster graphs as alternative models for effective belief up-
dating by concise message passing. Through analyses of possible types of cycles
in cluster graphs, this chapter formally establishes that belief updating by con-
cise message passing requires cluster trees and, in particular, junction tree models.
Chapter 4 defines graphical separation criteria in three types of graphical mod-
els and the concept of I-maps. The chapter describes stepwise how to compile
a Bayesian network into a junction tree model while preserving the I-mapness as
much as possible. Chapter 5 defines common operations on potentials and presents
laws governing mixed operations. Algorithms for belief updating by passing po-
tentials as messages in a junction tree are presented. Chapter 6 sets forth five basic
assumptions on uncertain reasoning in a cooperative multiagent system. The logic
consequences of these assumptions, which imply a particular knowledge repre-
sentation formalism termed a multiply sectioned Bayesian network (MSBN), are
derived. Chapter 7 presents a set of distributed algorithms used to compile an
MSBN into a collection of related junction tree models, termed a linked junction
forest, for effective multiagent belief updating. Chapter 8 describes a set of algo-
rithms for performing multiagent communication and belief updating by concise
message passing. The material presented in this chapter establishes that multiagent
probabilistic reasoning using an MSBN is exact, distributed, and efficient (when
the MSBN is sparse). Chapter 9 addresses the issues of model construction and
verification and presents distributed algorithms for ensuring the integration of in-
dependently developed agents into a syntactically and semantically correct MSBN.
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Preface xi

Chapter 10 puts the state of affairs in cooperative multiagent probabilistic reason-
ing in perspective and outlines several research issues in extending MSBNs into
more powerful frameworks for future intelligent decision support systems.

The book is intended for researchers, educators, practitioners, and graduate stu-
dents in artificial intelligence, multiagent systems, uncertain reasoning, operations
research, and statistics. It can be used for self-study, as a handbook for practition-
ers, or as a supplemental text for graduate-level courses on multiagent systems or
uncertain reasoning with graphical models. A set of exercises is included at the
end of most chapters for teaching and learning. Familiarity with algorithms and
mathematical exposure from a typical computer science undergraduate curriculum
(discrete structure and probability) are sufficient background. Previous exposure to
artificial intelligence and distributed systems is beneficial but not required.

The book treats major results formally with the underlying ideas motivated and
explained intuitively, and the algorithms as well as other results are demonstrated
through many examples. All algorithms are presented at sufficient levels of de-
tail for implementation. They are written in pseudocode and can be implemented
with languages of the reader’s choice. The executable code of a Java-based toolkit
WebWeavr, which implements most of the algorithms in the book, can be down-
loaded from

http://snowhite.cis.uoguelph.ca/faculty info/yxiang/

Most of the chapters (Chapters 2 through 9) contain a Guide to Chapter section as
a short roadmap to the chapter. Styled differently from the rest of the chapter, this
section presents no formal materials. Instead, the main issues, ideas, and results are
intuitively described and often illustrated with simple examples. These sections can
be used collectively as a quick tour of the more formal content of the book. They can
also be used by practitioners to determine the right focus of materials for their needs.

The following convention is followed in numbering theorem-like structures:
Within each chapter, all algorithms are numbered with a single sequence, and all
other formal structures are numbered with another sequence, including definitions,
lemmas, propositions, theorems, and corollaries.

The input, inspiration, and support of many people were critical in making this book
a reality, and I am especially grateful to them: David Poole introduced me to the
literature on uncertain reasoning with graphical models. Michael Beddoes made the
PainULim project, during which the framework of single-agent oriented MSBNs
was born, possible. Andrew Eisen and Bhanu Pant provided domain expertise in the
PainULim project, and their intuition inspired the ideas behind the formal MSBN
framework. Judea Pearl acted as the external examiner for my Ph.D. dissertation
in which the theory of MSBNs was first documented. I owe a great deal to Bill
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xii Preface

Havens for supporting my postdoctoral research. Nick Cercone has been a long-
time colleague and has given me much support and encouragement over the years.
Finn Jensen invited me for a research trip to Aalborg University during which many
interesting interactions and exchanges of ideas took place. Victor Lesser was the
host of my one-year sabbatical at the University of Massachusetts, and for years he
has encouraged and supported the work toward a multiagent inference framework
based on MSBNs. Michael Wong taught me much when I was a junior faculty
member.

The work reported has benefited from my interaction with many academic
colleagues, mostly in the fields of multiagent systems and uncertain reasoning:
Craig Boutilier, Brahim Chaib-draa, Bruce D’Ambrosio, Keith Decker, Abhijit
Deshmukh, Robert Dodier, Edmund Durfee, Piotr Gmytrasiewicz, Randy Goebel,
Carl Hewitt, Michael Huhns, Stephen Joseph, Uffe Kjaerulff, Burton Lee, Alan
Mackworth, Eric Neufeld, Kristian Olesen, Simon Parsons, Gregory Provan,
Tuomas Sandholm, Eugene Santos, Jr., Paul Snow, Michael Wellman, Nevin
Lianwen Zhang, and Shlomo Zilberstein. Students in the Intelligent Decision
Support Systems Laboratory have been very helpful. Xiaoyun Chen read and com-
mented on the drafts. I thank the users of the WebWeavr toolkit throughout the world
for their interest and encouragement, and I hope to make an enhanced version of the
toolkit available soon. My thanks also go to anonymous reviewers whose comments
on the early draft proved valuable.

The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) deserves
acknowledgment for sponsoring the research that has led to these results. Additional
funding was provided by the Institute of Robotics and Intelligent Systems (IRIS)
in the Networks of Centres of Excellence program. A significant portion of the
research presented was conducted while I was a faculty member at the University
of Regina. I am grateful to my many colleagues there, chaired by Brien Maguire
at the time of my departure, for years of cooperation and friendship. Some of the
manuscript was completed while I was visiting the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, and it was partially funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF)
and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

I would like to thank the editorial and production staffs, Lauren Cowles and
Caitlin Doggart at Cambridge University Press, and Eleanor Umali and John
Joswick at TechBooks for their hard work.

I am greatly indebted to my parents for their caring and patience during my
extended absence. I especially would like to thank my wife, Zoe, for her love,
encouragement, and support. I am also grateful to my children, Jing and Jasen, for
learning to live out of a cardboard box as we moved across the country.
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